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New Zealand Entomological Society Launches 
Inaugural “Bug of the Year” Competition 
 
Now that kiwis have looked to the skies and considered their votes for Bird of the Year, it’s 
time to focus our attention on the tiny, overlooked yet ecologically abundant and beautiful 
BUGS OF AOTEAROA! The Entomological Society of New Zealand is launching its first annual 
“Bug of the Year” competition, and choosing a winner among this year’s 24 nominees is 
going to be a challenge.  
 
Insects, spiders, and other “bugs” make up well over HALF of Aotearoa’s animal diversity, 
and many of them are found nowhere else on planet earth! Unfortunately, these creatures 
that keep our birds and fish fed, our crops and flowers pollinated, our soils aerated, our 
waste decomposed and our backyard buzzing, often go unnoticed. Therefore, our goal with 
this inaugural Bug of the Year competition is to introduce Aotearoa to the wonderful 
diversity of our local “bugs”!  
 
The Bug of the Year website showcases this year’s 24 nominees, each of which has a page 
with additional information and photos, colouring pages, and links for readers to learn even 
more! We are also promoting the power of Citizen Science through iNaturalist.nz. We want 
to encourage all New Zealander’s to contribute to science simply by photographing and 
posting images of the critters they see flying or crawling around in their own backyards 
(including that moment this morning when you went to refill your coffee and noticed the 
spider that popped by your kitchen to wave "hello") or found on their adventures around 
Aotearoa, whether that’s the beach, the farm or an epic tramp up to a mountain peak. 
Scientists can use the data from these observations posted on iNaturalist.nz to learn more 
about the patterns, population sizes, and ecology of everything from our unique, and 
sometimes threatened, native bugs to new arrivals that might become pests. 
 
2023 Bug of the Year voting opens 14 Nov 2022 – but don’t rush to make your choices! 
Voting closes 13 Feb 2023, so there is plenty of time to take advantage of the different 
events being hosted throughout the summer and learn more about this year’s nominees. 
Check out our website, follow us on Twitter (@NZEntoSoc; #BugOfTheYear2023), and get 
outside and start exploring the wonderful weird, beautifully elegant, and creepy crawly 
BUGS OF AOTEAROA! 
 
Contact us: BugoftheYear@ento.org.nz  
 
Bug of the Year Committee: 
Lily Duvall (Artist) 
Jenny Jandt (University of Otago) 
Julia Kasper (Te Papa) 
Morgane Merien (Canterbury Museum) 
Tara Murray (Department of Conservation) 
Phil Sirvid (Te Papa) 
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**** 
Hyperlinks (for printed material, just include links to Bug of the Year website (the other links 
can be found on the website already):  

• “Entomological Society of New Zealand”: https://ento.org.nz/  

• “Bug of the Year” OR “website”: https://bugoftheyear.ento.org.nz/  

• “Events”: https://bugoftheyear.ento.org.nz/events/  

• “iNaturalist.nz”: https://inaturalist.nz/projects/new-zealand-bug-of-the-year-2023  
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